
 
 
 

Summer 2018 Assignments 
 
 
 

 
 
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT 
 
Greek 4 Honors 

Complete the online Homeric vocabulary drills derived from Fr. York's commentary on The 
Odyssey. Detailed instructions as well as the drills themselves appear on the Greek 4 Honors 
Moodle page. This assignment should be started during the summer, but must be completed by 
the end of cycle 2 of the first quarter. The assignment will count towards the first quarter grade. 
http://moodle.fordhamprep.org/moodle/  
Any trouble, contact Mr. Distinti at distintis@fordhamprep.org. 

 
 
Latin 3 Advanced Honors 
  Complete the three vocabulary review quizzes posted in the Summer Assignment section of the 

Latin 3 Advanced Moodle course page. These will count towards your vocabulary grade for the 
first quarter, which is 10% of your quarter grade. 
http://moodle.fordhamprep.org/moodle/  
Any trouble, contact Mr. Distinti at distintis@fordhamprep.org. 

 
 
Advanced Placement Latin  

In preparation for AP work, the following assignments are posted on the AP Latin Moodle course  
page in the Summer Assignment section. 
http://moodle.fordhamprep.org/moodle/  
Any trouble, contact Mr. Distinti at distintis@fordhamprep.org. 
 

  
1. Read the two articles posted (one on Caesar, one on Vergil) 

 
 2. Complete the following vocabulary quizzes. 
  Dickinson College Core Latin Vocabulary 
  Hans-Friedrich Mueller – Core Caesar Vocabulary 
  Clyde Pharr – Core Virgil Vocabulary 
 
 You may attempt these quizzes as many times as you wish before September. They will  
 count as 10% of the first quarter grade. 
 
 At the bottom of the page are extra drills sorted by part of speech. 
 
 
 
  



COUNSELING DEPARTMENT 
 
Senior College Counseling Class 

Common Application Essay 
Write a personal essay (250-650 words) on one of the following topics. 

 
1. Some students have a background, identity, interest or talent that is so meaningful they 

believe their application would be incomplete without it. If this sounds like you, then please 
share your story. 
 

2. The lessons we take from failure can be fundamental to later success. Recount a time when 
you faced a challenge, setback or failure. How did it affect you, and what did you learn from 
the experience? 

 
3. Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief or idea. What prompted your 

thinking? What was the outcome? 
 
4. Describe a problem you have solved or a problem you would like to solve. It can be an 

intellectual challenge, a research query, an ethical dilemma – anything that is of personal 
importance, no matter the scale. Explain its significance to you and what steps you took or 
could be taken to identify a solution. 

 
5. Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization that sparked a period of personal growth and 

a new understanding of yourself or others. 
 
6. Describe a topic, idea or concept you find so engaging that it makes you lose all track of time. 

Why does it captivate you? What or who do you turn to when you want to learn more? 
 
7. Share an essay on any topic of your choice. It can be one you've already written, one that 

responds to a different prompt, or one of your own design. 
  
 

All seniors must hand in a printed copy of their Common Application essay at senior 
orientation on Wednesday, September 6.  

 
 
 
  



ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 
 
English 2 
   The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, Mark Haddon 
  The Glass Castle, Jeannette Walls 

 
English 2 Honors 

Life of Pi, Yann Martel 
 A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier, Ishmael Beah 
 A Thousand Splendid Suns, Khaled Hosseini 
 
 
English 2 Advanced Honors 

Throughout the summer and during the first quarter of the year, we will focus on texts that offer 
insight relating to our stewardship of the Earth.  Students may choose to read any three of the 
following books: 
 
The Omnivore’s Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals, Michael Pollan 
An examination from first origins to dining table of several different types of contemporary meals, 
written by a best-selling and award-winning author. The text examines the often unconsidered 
but tremendous impact the daily choice of what to have for dinner has on our health and on the 
health of the environment. 
 
The Wild Trees, Richard Preston 
A non-fiction narrative about the group of daring botanists who learned how to scale giant 
redwood trees which span 30 feet in diameter and upwards of 35 stories into the air to reveal a 
previously unexplored feature of our natural world. 
 
The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History, Elizabeth Kolbert 
A Pulitzer Prize-Winning book that explores what contemporary scientists are terming the 
current and ongoing sixth mass extinction event of natural history. Kolbert suggests that the 
current wave of extinctions might be humans’ most lasting legacy on the Earth, and argues that 
the realization should fundamentally change the way we interact with the world around us. 

 
Eaarth: Making Life on a Tough New Planet, Bill McKibben 
The author was among the earliest authors warning of the dangers of global climate change. In 
this text, he tackles how we may have to radically reorganize societies in order to survive a world 
where warnings about the impending perils of climate change go unheeded. 
 
Plastic: A Toxic Love Story, Susan Freinkel 
Plastic built the modern world. Where would we be without bike helmets, baggies, toothbrushes 
and pacemakers? But a century into our love affair with plastic we are realizing they draw on 
dwindling fossil fuels, leach harmful chemicals, litter landscapes, and destroy marine life. Freinkel 
uses anecdotes and scientific analysis to point toward a new creative partnership with the 
material we love to hate but can’t seem to live without. 

 
A Walk in the Woods: Rediscovering the America on the Appalachian Trail, Bill Bryson 
Well known as a journalist for major American and British publications and for his best-selling 
travel memoirs, Bryson narrates a trek on the trail that stretches through the woods from Georgia 
to Maine, and introduces readers to the various characters that he meets along his way. 
Unseen City: The Majesty of Pigeons, The Discreet Charm of Snails & Other Wonders of the Urban 



Wilderness, Nathanael Johnson 
The author charts his quest to discover the secrets of the most overlooked aspects of the natural 
world in our modern lives: the plants and animals right outside our doors. By changing our 
perspective on plants and animals that are at best overlooked, and at worst reviled, Johnson seeks 
to give the reader a greater understanding of our own role in the natural world. 
 
Odds Against Tomorrow, Nathaniel Rich 
This novel presents a protagonist who is employed by major corporations and insurance 
companies to concoct statistical odds of various catastrophes and mass-casualty events in order 
help these companies indemnify themselves against the calamities most believe to be coming.  
When real disasters strike, the protagonist must decide how to navigate in a world where real 
suffering offers him the opportunity for personal success and wealth. 
 
Isaac’s Storm: A Man, A Time, and the Deadliest Hurricane in History, Erik Larson 
A riveting, non-fiction account of the hurricane that struck Galveston, Texas in 1900 leaving as 
many as 10, 000 people dead. The book follows the perspective of Isaac Cline--an employee at the 
newly founded national Weather Bureau--as he expertly crafts a story that, as one reviewer puts 
it, “captures the power of the storm itself and the ironic, often catastrophic consequences of the 
unpredictable intersection of natural force and human choice.”  

 
Banana: The Fate of the Fruit that Changed the World, Dan Koeppel 
To most people, a banana is a banana: a simple yellow fruit. But for all its ubiquity, the banana is 
surprisingly mysterious; nobody knows how bananas evolved or exactly where they originated.  
Entire Central American nations have been said to rise and fall over the banana. But the biggest 
mystery about the banana today is whether the high-tech labs where new bananas are literally 
being built in test tubes will manage to save the world's most beloved fruit. 
 

 Garbology: Our Dirty Love Affair with Trash, Edward Humes 
The average American produces 102 tons of garbage across a lifetime and $50 billion in 
squandered riches are rolled to the curb each year. But our bins are just the starting point for a 
strange, impressive, mysterious, and costly journey that may also represent the greatest untapped 
opportunity of the century. In Garbology, Edward Humes investigates trash—what’s in it; how 
much we pay for it; how we manage to create so much of it; and how some families, communities, 
and even nations are finding a way back from waste to discover a new kind of prosperity. Along 
the way , he introduces a collection of garbage denizens unlike anyone you’ve ever met: the trash-
tracking detectives of MIT, the bulldozer-driving sanitation workers building Los Angeles’ 
Garbage Mountain landfill, the artists residing in San Francisco’s dump, and the family whose 
annual trash output fills not a dumpster or a trash can, but a single mason jar. 

Rabid: A Cultural History of the World’s Most Diabolical Virus, Bill Wasik and Monica Murphy 
An engrossing, lively history of a fearsome and misunderstood virus that binds man and dog. The 
most fatal virus known to science, rabies — a disease that spreads avidly from animals to humans 
— kills nearly one hundred percent of its victims once the infection takes root in the brain. In this 
critically acclaimed exploration, journalist Bill Wasik and veterinarian Monica Murphy chart four 
thousand years of the history, science, and cultural mythology of rabies. From Greek myths to 
zombie flicks, from the laboratory heroics of Louis Pasteur to the contemporary search for a 
lifesaving treatment, Rabid is a fresh and often wildly entertaining look at one of humankind’s 
oldest and most fearsome foes. 

 
 
 
 



English 3 
 What is the What, by Dave Eggers 
 The Love Song of Johnny Valentine, by Teddy Wayne  
  
 
English 3 Honors 

On Writing, Stephen King 
 The Tender Bar, J.R. Moehringer 
 The Art of Racing in the Rain: A Novel, Garth Stein 
 
 
Advanced Placement English Language and Composition  

Before class begins in September, you will read three books and post three entries to the New 
York Times Reading Contest. Please note that the Reading Contest only runs until August 24th, 
so do not wait to complete these entries right before school begins. 

 
Two books all must read before class starts for a discussion and essay during the first week of 
classes are: 
1984 by George Orwell 
Brave New World by Aldous Huxley 

 
In addition, please choose one book from among the titles below to get a sampling of creative 
nonfiction that will be the type of reading AP English Language and Composition explores: 
Behind the Beautiful Forevers: Life, Death and Hope in a Mumbai Undercity by Katherine Boo 
In Cold Blood by Truman Capote 
The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference by Malcolm Gladwell 
Unbroken: A World War II Story of Survival, Resilience and Redemption by Laura Hillenbrand 
Missoula: Rape and the Justice System in a College Town by Jon Krakauer 
The Devil in the White City: Murder, Magic, and Madness at the Fair That Changed America by Erik    

  Larson 
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca Skloot 
The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great Migration by Isabel Wilkerson 

 
While you are reading these books, please log on to The New York Times Learning Network: 
http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com. Go to the “Ninth Annual New York Times Summer Reading 
Contest” section. Over the summer, between June 15th and Aug. 24th, enter the contest three 
times (more if you’d like!) by responding to an article in the news.  
 
When you click on the Ninth Annual Summer Reading Contest, you will find an explanation and a 
PDF with the contest rules about how to sign up, how to access articles, and when you can post. 
You will be responsible for posting three responses to the Summer Reading Contest, and I will 
need confirmation that you have submitted responses. So, please note: First, the Contest runs 
from June 15th through August 24th; you must complete your three responses before that August 
week, and the responses must be in separate weeks. Second, when you submit, please check the 
box for an email confirmation that will give you a link to your post. I will ask you to forward those 
emails to me after we return in September; that is the only way that you can prove submission. 
Please do not forward the emails until I request them.  

  

 
 
 



Advanced Placement Literature and Composition 
  The following are recommended readings. I expect you to read at least TWO books from this  

list by September, and to be ready to discuss your impressions. You have probably read some of 
these books before—great! Read new ones! In addition to your choice of two books from this list, 
you are also required to read A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce. You will 
be held accountable for this reading (3 books total, at least) in September. 

 
The best preparation for the AP course and test is to read, read and read some more. I hope you 
look forward to delving into the classic plays and novels on this list, which is based primarily on 
my own favorites and incorporates titles that come up again and again on the AP. Look on this list 
as a gift, and enjoy some of the best forays into the imagination ever recorded on paper! 

 
A word of advice: You will be required to write a research paper on a work of your choice next 
year. You might want to keep that in mind when choosing your summer reading, for many of these 
texts would be excellent research subjects. 

 
 Anaya, Bless Me, Ultima (1940’s rural New Mexico) 

 Atwood, The Blind Assassin (a mystery, and mysterious, novel) or The Handmaid’s Tale  

 Austen, anything (an amazing story-teller and satirist)  

 Beckett, Waiting for Godot (an absurdist masterpiece) 

 Camus, The Stranger (classic existentialism) 

 Chekhov, The Cherry Orchard (classic Russian drama) 

 Cervantes, Don Quixote (the original Man of La Mancha)  

 Dante, Inferno (which layer of hell would you put your enemies in?) 

 Dickens, anything (long-winded but worth it, and the AP loves him) 

 Dostoevski, Crime and Punishment (Russian soap-opera, and the AP loves it) 

 Ellison, Invisible Man (race, and the AP loves it) 

 Faulkner, Light in August (southern) or Absalom, Absalom (his “major work”) 

 Foer, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Clear (the protagonist’s dad died on 9/11) 

 Frayn, Copenhagen (powerful play about the making of the nuclear bomb) 

 Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter (much better than the movie) 

 Heller, Catch-22 (WWII) 

 Hemingway, For Whom the Bell Tolls (Spanish Civil War) or The Sun Also Rises 

 Huxley, Brave New World (sci-fi classic) 

 Ibsen, A Doll’s House (one of literature’s best endings)  

 James, Turn of the Screw (are the ghosts real, or is she mad?) or Washington Square 

 Joyce, The Dubliners (short stories)  

 Kafka, The Trial (legitimizes paranoia) 

 Kerouac, On the Road (the road trip you wish your parents would let you make) 

 Kingsolver, The Poisonwood Bible (missionary family in the Congo) 

 Lee, Native Speaker (Korean-American/themes of hyphenated identity) 

 Lewis, The Chronicles of Narnia (not just “children’s literature”) 

 Melville, Moby Dick (a big whale, loved by the AP) or Billy Budd (sailor) 

 McCarthy, anything from The Border Triology 

 Miller, Death of a Salesman (don’t graduate high school without reading this!)  

 Milton, Paradise Lost (the devil as hero?) 



 Morrison, Beloved (sad and deeply moving), or really anything by her 

 Proulx, The Shipping News (beautiful prose) 

 Shakespeare, anything (the master—we’ll read The Tempest during the year) 

 Solzhenitsyn, A Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (a rare short Russian novel)  

 Steinbeck, Grapes of Wrath (long, but lovely), or, really, anything by Steinbeck 

 Swift, Gulliver’s Travels (classic satire) 

 Tolkien, anything (see if the movies got it right)  

 Tolstoy, Anna Karenina (a recommendation from a prior AP class) 

 Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse-Five (WWII and alien abductions) 

 Walker, The Color Purple (not just a Broadway musical) 

 Waugh, Brideshead Revisited (epic tale of a Catholic family in England) 

 Wharton, Age of Innocence (old New York) 

 Williams, The Glass Menagerie (delicate exploration of dream and reality) 

 Woolf, Mrs. Dalloway (an extraordinary account of an ordinary day) 

 Wright, Native Son (helpful for the AP test, and a good research subject) 

 

 

Quest Motif in Literature Honors 

     Read Hero with a Thousand Faces, Joseph Campbell.   

   It is dense. It will require your close and careful attention. You should know that Joseph Campbell                                    

 is for many reasons a controversial figure, and that his theories are often criticized. We will        

 address these controversies and criticisms in September when  we get the Quest underway. 

 

   Read You Can’t Go Home Again, Thomas Wolfe and The Alchemist (O Alquimista), Paulo Coelho. It

 might be helpful to you to take some basic notes on the characters and plot of the novels, so that

 you can refer to them once we have come full circle. You should take your notes on loose leaf, so

 that they might be included in your Quest binder. I require that all students keep a binder for the

 course. 

 

   Prepare brief biographical sketches for Campbell, Wolfe and Coehlo. For each piece that we read

 during the year, you will need to do some background research on the author and the work itself.

 These biographical sketches should be brief and informal and will not be submitted. There will

 generally be a qu’est (quiz/test) before we begin discussing a new piece. These qu’ests will be

 based upon your reading as well as your background research. Since Hero with a Thousand Faces,

 You Can’t Go Home Again and The Alchemist are your summer assignments, you can expect an

 associated qu’est straightaway in September. 

 

   If you would like to get a head start on September’s work, you should know that our first reading

 assignment for the course will be Homer’s Odyssey. As part of your research for the qu’est on this

 reading, I would ask that you not only prepare some background information on the figure of

 Homer and on the Odyssey itself, but that you also familiarize yourself with the names and stories

 of the more important deities and heroes of Greco-Roman mythology. You are, of course, free to

 complete this work upon its official assignment in mid-September. 

 
 



FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT  

AP Art History 
1. Please read the introduction to our textbook, Gardner’s Art through the Ages 15th ed.  

(pp. 1-13). I will email the class a pdf of the introduction early in the summer.  
 

2. Please also read the first part of The Annotated Mona Lisa: A Crash Course in Art History from 
Prehistoric to Post-Modern 978-1449482138, entitled, “The Birth of Art: Prehistoric Through 
Medieval” (pp. 2-28). We will have a test on this material within the first week of classes. 

 
3. Choose a piece of art you appreciate, enjoy, and are familiar with from any culture, region, 

movement, or time period. You are to write an essay in which you analyze this piece in a 
variety of ways. You must use vocabulary from chapter 1 of the text book, Gardner’s Art 
through the Ages, for this piece of writing (e.g. perspective, texture). The purpose of this 
assignment is to get you familiar with technical vocabulary, analysis of art, and writing about 
art. Please consider the following questions in your essay: 
 
 What went into the making of this piece? 

o Address the context, function, form, and content 

 What creative decisions were made by the artist to create the piece? 

 How does this piece connect to the culture that produced it? 
o Consider: historical events, technology, religion, geography, philosophy 

 What kind of reaction might this piece elicit in an audience? 

 
Your essay should be TWO pages in length. Make sure to completely identify the artwork, 
including (when applicable): title, artist, date, medium, culture/period, and location. Please cite 
any outside sources you consider and don’t settle with Wikipedia. 
http://www.metmuseum.org/art/metpublications has a trove of resources. This is due the 
evening of our first class day to turnitin.com   

 
Recommended: 
Read the entirety of The Annotated Mona Lisa: A Crash Course in Art History from Prehistoric to 
Post-Modern, by Carol Strickland (that’s what I’ll be doing this summer). 
We will be reading/consulting this text throughout the school year but a pre-school-year reading 
would greatly help. 

 
 
  



MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 
 
Advanced Placement Calculus AB 11 

You will receive an email on August 13 from Ms. Zefran. In that email, you will receive instructions 
regarding a review assignment that will be due prior to the first day of school. The assignment will 
review topics covered in Algebra 2-Trig Advanced. Therefore, you should retain your notes from 
Algebra 2-Trig Advanced. Any questions can be directed to Ms. Zefran by email at 
zefranl@fordhamprep.org. 
 

Advanced Placement Calculus AB 12 
You will receive an email on August 13 from Mrs. O’Donnell.  In that email, you will receive 
instructions regarding a review assignment that will be due prior to the first day of school. The 
assignment will review topics covered in Calculus Honors. Therefore, you should retain your 
notes from Calculus Honors. Any questions can be directed to Mrs. O’Donnell by email at 
odonnellc@fordhamprep.org. 
 

Algebra 2-Trig Advanced Honors 
You will receive an email on August 13 from Ms. Zefran. In that email, you will receive instructions 
regarding a review assignment that will be due prior to the first day of school. The assignment will 
review topics covered in Geometry Advanced Honors. Therefore, you should retain your notes 
from Geometry Advanced Honors. Any questions can be directed to Ms. Zefran by email at 
zefranl@fordhamprep.org. 

 
Calculus 2 Advanced Honors 

You will receive an email on August 13 from Mrs. O’Donnell. In that email, you will receive 
instructions regarding a review assignment that will be due prior to the first day of school. The 
assignment will review topics covered in AP Calculus AB. Therefore, you should retain your notes 
from AP Calculus AB. Any questions can be directed to Mrs. O’Donnell by email at 
odonnellc@fordhamprep.org. 
 

Computer Science Honors 
   For those students who have not completed the Java Programming course. 

Step 1:  Open the file entitled Installing the Javas sdk and jGrasp.  
This is on the Academics website page. 

         (You need access to OneDrive to open this pdf file.)  (Use <Control-click> to toggle the file.) 
 

Step 2:  Bookmark a link to the following location:   
      http://chortle.ccsu.edu/cs151/cs151java.html 
      (Use <Control-click> to toggle the website.) 

 
Each Chapter requires approximately 30 minutes read time and contains helpful interactive 
exercises.  You are also to write applications related to each chapter.  The exercises are to be 
submitted in first class in September. If you need any assistance, please email me with your 
questions at tartagla@fordhamprep.org. Enjoy. 

 
Chapter Readings             Written Exercises 
5-7                       None 
8-11                       Chp 8: Ex. 1, Chp. 9A: Ex. 1, Chp 10: Ex. 2 
12-16                       Chp 12: Ex. 2, Chp 14: Ex. 2, Chp 15: Ex. 1, Chp 16: Ex. 2 
 

  



MODERN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT 

 

French 2 Honors  

    This assignment is only for students skipping French 1 Honors. 

ROSETTA STONE: http://fordham.rosettastoneclassroom.com 
You have been given an account on Rosetta Stone. To log on, use your Fordham Prep user name 
(example: smithr19) and the password “password.” Please complete all of Level 1 (Units 1-4) by 
the beginning of September. Mme Morris will check your work at the beginning of school in 
September and it will count for a test grade. 

  
If any questions arise during the summer, contact Mme Morris at morrisp@fordhamprep.org. 

  
  
 Italian 2 & 2 Honors 
   This assignment is only for students skipping Italian I. 

              Rosetta Stone level 1:  
       Complete each and every activity of Units 1-4 of Levels 1. 
  

The web address is: fordham.rosettastoneclassroom.com 
             (Do not include http: or www.) 
 
     You have been given an account on Rosetta Stone.  To log on, use your Fordham Prep user  
    name (example: smithr19) and the password is “password.” Once you have logged into Rosetta      

Stone, select Standard Course. 
  
             Units 1-4 of Levels 1 must be completed by the first week of school in September. 
             Mrs. Simeone will grade the assignment for completion and it will count as a test grade 
             for the first quarter. 
 
     If any questions arise, please contact Mrs. Simeone at simeonep@fordhamprep.org. 
 
  
Italian 3 & 3 Honors 
    This assignment is only for students skipping Italian 1 & 2. 
              Rosetta Stone levels 1 & 2:  
       Complete each and every activity of Units 1-4 of Levels 1 & 2. 
  

The web address is: fordham.rosettastoneclassroom.com 
             (Do not include http: or www.) 
 
     You have been given an account on Rosetta Stone.  To log on, use your Fordham Prep user  
     name (example: smithr19) and the password is “password.” Once you have logged into Rosetta  

Stone, select Standard Course. 
  
             Units 1-4 of Levels 1 & 2 must be completed by the first week of school in September. 
            Mrs. Simeone will grade the assignment for completion and it will count as a test grade 
              for the first quarter. 
 
    If any questions arise, please contact Mrs. Simeone at simeonep@fordhamprep.org. 
 



Italian 3 & 3 Honors Extra Credit Assignment 
The Black Hand: The Epic War Between a Brilliant Detective and the Deadliest Secret Society in 
American History by Stephan Talty 

The gripping true story of the origins of the mafia in America—and the brilliant Italian-born 
detective who gave his life to stop it 

  

Beginning in the summer of 1903, an insidious crime wave filled New York City, and then the 
entire country, with fear. The children of Italian immigrants were kidnapped, and dozens of 
innocent victims were gunned down. Bombs tore apart tenement buildings. Judges, senators, 
Rockefellers, and society matrons were threatened with gruesome deaths. The perpetrators 
seemed both omnipresent and invisible. Their only calling card: the symbol of a black hand. The 
crimes whipped up the slavering tabloid press and heated ethnic tensions to the boiling point. 
Standing between the American public and the Black Hand’s lawlessness was Joseph Petrosino. 
Dubbed the “Italian Sherlock Holmes,” he was a famously dogged and ingenious detective, and a 
master of disguise. As the crimes grew ever more bizarre and the Black Hand’s activities spread 
far beyond New York’s borders, Petrosino and the all-Italian police squad he assembled raced to 
capture members of the secret criminal society before the country’s anti-immigrant tremors 
exploded into catastrophe. Petrosino’s quest to root out the source of the Black Hand’s power 
would take him all the way to Sicily—but at a terrible cost.  

  
Unfolding a story rich with resonance in our own era, The Black Hand is fast-paced narrative 
history at its very best. 

  
The last time so many Americans were concerned about immigration was more than a century 
ago, when waves of Italians were coming upon the nation’s shores.  Many hailed from southern 
Italy and were fleeing poverty and oppression. 

  
Assignment:  Read this book and be prepared for a book discussion sometime in September 
during consultation at a date to be determined.  

Some questions to think about for our discussion: 

 What relevance does the Black Hand have today?  Why do you think that it is not better 
known? 

 Are there any modern era equivalents of Joseph Petrosino? 

 Do you know what led so many Italians to immigrate to America? Do you think the reasons 
for immigration impact how a group assimilates in the United States? 

 How does this panic about immigration more than one hundred years ago relate to today? 

 
Italian 4 Honors 

This assignment is only for students skipping Italian 1, 2, & 3 and going directly into Italian 4 
Honors. 

 
Keep a written journal with twenty entries of 7-10 sentences each.  The    journal may be 
typewritten or handwritten in a marble notebook.  Choose any 20 days of the summer and write 
in Italian about your activities on that particular day.   

 
If any questions arise, please contact Mrs. Simeone at simeonep@fordhamprep.org. 



Mandarin Chinese 1 Honors   Contact Ms. Han if you have any questions: yih@fordhamprep.org. 
            1. Watch A Bite of China: Season 1        
                        https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLB28E942197290160 
             
            2. Rosetta Stone Level 1 Units 1 & 2 
                 Username: your FP username 
                 Password: password 
                 Website: fordham.rosettastoneclassroom.com 
             
  
Mandarin Chinese 2 Honors   Contact Ms. Han if you have any questions: yih@fordhamprep.org. 
             1.  Watch A Bite of China: Season 2                    
                        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJO60zX_o0w&list=PLwXMmy5fUrVzMNzQFZkg1NL36HJQWcmqU 

 
2. Character packet (available on Mandarin Chinese 2H Moodle page) 

 
3. Rosetta Stone: Level 1, Level 2 Units 1 & 2 

                 Username: your FP username 
                 Password: password 
                 Website: fordham.rosettastoneclassrom.com 
 

4. Complete 15 journal entries in Chinese. At least 3 sentences should be included in each journal 
entry. 

  
  
Mandarin Chinese 3 Honors   Contact Ms. Han if you have any questions: yih@fordhamprep.org. 
             1.  Go around China – 八方小吃 (16 episodes)                
              https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkpgwMxwA9E&list=PLpFI3pXeZR5AdF4uIR5YKPXFntKiKwXe 

 
2.   Character packet (available on Mandarin Chinese Moodle page) 

 
3. Read To Live by Yu Hua (ISBN-10: 1400031869, ISBN-13: 978-1400031863), and write a thre 

page    reflection paper (font: Times New Roman 12, 1.5 space). 
             

4. Complete 20 journal entries in Chinese. At least 3 sentences should be included in each journal 
entry. 

  
 
Mandarin Chinese 4 Honors   Contact Ms. Han if you have any questions: yih@fordhamprep.org.       
             1. Go around China – 八方小吃 (16 episodes)                
              https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkpgwMxwA9E&list=PLpFI3pXeZR5AdF4uIR5YKPXFntKiKwXe 

             
2. Read To Live by Yu Hua (ISBN-10: 1400031869, ISBN-13: 978-1400031863), and write a 3 page 
reflection paper (font: Times New Roman 12, 1.5 space). 
  
3. Complete 20 journal entries in Chinese. At least 3 sentences should be included in each journal 
entry. 

  
 
 
 
 



Spanish 2         Contact Ms. Faustini: faustint@fordhamprep.org 
  This assignment is only for students skipping Spanish 1 and advancing to Spanish 2 
  
             Students skipping level one of Spanish will complete Rosetta Stone - Level 1: Units 1, 2, 3, & 4 
 

 A user name and password were emailed to students on their FP email accounts. 
 Complete each and every activity of all four units of Level 1. 
 Rosetta Stone website: fordham.rosettastoneclassroom.com 

  
Students should pace themselves, and complete a unit every two weeks. The assignment is due in 
its entirety on the first day of class. 
 

  
Spanish 2 Honors        Contact Ms. DiVita: divitat@fordhamprep.org 

This assignment is only for students who are skipping Spanish 1. Students from Spanish 1 do not 
have a summer assignment. 

  
 Complete Level 1 of Rosetta Stone 
 Retrieve your username and password from the Modern Language Department. 
 Complete each and every activity of all four units of Levels 1 
 fordham.rosettastoneclassroom.com 

  
This will count as a test grade (100 points) for the first quarter. It is graded on completion. Points 
will be deducted for incomplete work. The assignment is due on the first day of class. 
 

 
Spanish 3 Honors                    Contact Mr. Baker: bakerr@fordhamprep.org 

This assignment is for students advancing from Spanish 2 or by way of the placement 
test.  Students advancing from Spanish 2 Honors do not have a summer assignment. 

  
Complete Level 3 of Rosetta Stone 

 Retrieve your username and password from Mr. Baker 
 Complete Level 3, Units 1 – 4 
 fordham.rosettastoneclassrom.com                                 

 
The assignment is worth 100 points for the first quarter. It is graded for completion. Points will be 
deducted for incomplete work and/or late work. 
 

 
Spanish Heritage Honors        Mr. Baker: bakerr@fordhamprep.org 

Rosetta Stone: Students are to complete Core Lessons, Grammar, and Writing sections for Level 2 
(Units 1 – 4) of Rosetta Stone.     

  
Contact Mr. Baker for account information. 
 
The assignment is worth 100 points for the first quarter. It is graded for completion. Points will be 
deducted for incomplete work and/or late work. 
 

  
 
 
 



AP Spanish Language             Mr. Baker: bakerr@fordhamprep.org 
Rosetta Stone: Complete the Writing sections of Level 5 (Units 1-4). Contact Mr. Baker for account 
information. Students from Spanish 3 Honors do not have a summer assignment. 

             
The assignment is worth 100 points for the first quarter. It is graded for completion. Points will be 
deducted for incomplete work and/or late work. 
 

  
AP Spanish Literature             Ms. DiVita: divitat@fordhamprep.org 

1. Read “La casa de Bernarda Alba” by Federico Garcia Lorca and write a total 1-2 page 
summary in Spanish-be certain to include all three acts and specific character’s names. 
 

2. Read “Dos palabras” by Isabel Allende and write a one-page summary of the short story. What 
do you think the 2 words Belisa whispered to El Colonel were? Why? 

 
3. The summer we should look to practice the various skills needed for the AP Literature Exam. 

Ideally, students should listen to ½ hour of Spanish daily. Watch soap operas, authentic 
movies (not dubbed); listen to music and news programs; or, watch Youtube interviews with 
authors we will study in class (a list will be provided in the packet you will pick up before the 
end of the school year.)  

 

*BEFORE THE END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR, BE SURE TO SEE MS. DIVITA TO PICK UP YOUR 
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT PACKET WHICH WILL INCLUDE ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENTS. 
 
* Each assignment is worth 100 points for the first quarter and due on Friday, September 7, 
2018. ALL WORK MUST BE PRINTED OUT. 

 

 
  



RELIGIOUS STUDIES DEPARTMENT 

Religious Studies 2 
We look forward to working with you in Religious Studies classes this year as we examine the 
meaning of salvation through Jesus Christ as well as the nature and mission of the Church.  

 
Last year you studied the lives and teachings of both Jesus Christ and St. Ignatius, founder of the 
Society of Jesus and author of The Spiritual Exercises. Your understanding of both Jesus Christ and 
St. Ignatius will deepen over the course of this year, beginning with your summer assignment. 
This summer we ask you to do the following:  
1. Read Fr. Mark Link, SJ’s short article “Two Standards: A Prayerful Meditation” about one of the 

key meditations in The Spiritual Exercises. Be sure you understand the distinction between the 

contrasting strategies used by Satan and Jesus to draw us closer—the “path of darkness” 

versus the “path of light.” 

 
2. View the Jesus of Nazareth video. (1977, Franco Zeffirelli production. It runs six hours so leave 

yourself plenty of time. It is available from Youtube, Amazon and your local libraries). 

a. Note scenes where you believe Jesus is inviting his followers to join Him on the “path 

of light” and what one does to actually walk that path. 

b. Note scenes where you believe characters are walking or being tempted to walk the 

“path of darkness” and how that impacts their lives. 

 
3. Compose a two-page essay in which you (1) introduce the topic of the meditation on the two 

standards in The Spiritual Exercises and be sure to define, in your own words, the “path of 

light” and the “path of darkness;” (2) describe one scene in Jesus of Nazareth where characters 

were on the “path of light” and one scene where characters were on the “path of darkness;” (3) 

describe in your own life where you have been led to follow “the path of light” and where the 

pull to follow “the path of darkness” has been strongest; and (4) conclude with a statement of 

how you would like to lead your life in light of these two standards and what you need most 

now to achieve that goal. 

 
Post your essay on turnitin.com when instructed by your religious studies teacher during the first 
week back in September.  
 



 
 
 
Religious Studies 3 
   RS 3, a theological examination of Catholic sacraments and morality, is rooted in the belief that  
 “God can be found in all things," especially in the experiences and relationships of our lives. The  
 Christian call is to strive always for what is right and good in those encounters. Reflection on the  
 sacramental and moral dimensions of our lives is a hallmark of Jesuit education.  

One of the most important tools for carrying out that reflection is the document known as the 
Grad at Grad, i.e. The Profile of the Graduate of a Jesuit High School at Graduation. As you   
approach your junior year, we want you to reflect more deeply on the ideals of the Grad at Grad, 
and how they apply to you.  

For your summer assignment, please read the entire Grad at Grad document, which you can find 
below. Now that you have completed two years at Fordham Prep, write an essay (including an 
introduction, body and conclusion) about how you would assess your own development with 
respect to each of the characteristics of the Grad at Grad. Identify one tangible example of how 
each of the six characteristics is currently either a strength of yours or needs to be developed in 
your future. We hope your study of sacraments and morality will help you to continue with that 
development. The essay will be collected as well as submitted through turnitin.com at the start of 
the year. 

 We’re looking forward to being in class with you next year! 

  



The Grad at Grad  

Open to Growth 
By graduation, the Fordham Preparatory School student has steadily progressed in emotional, intellectual, physical, 
social, and religious maturity to a level that reflects intentional responsibility for his own growth. He should reach 
out in his development, seeking opportunities both curricular and extracurricular to stretch his mind, imagination, 
feeling, and religious consciousness. He takes responsibility for himself and engages in careful listening to learn 
from peers and faculty members. He respectfully values all that he finds within himself and in his world of richly 
diverse people. He eagerly cultivates opportunities for growth and he vigorously pursues pathways which will best 
promote his own future aspirations, enhance his personal development, and contribute to the lasting good of others. 
 
Intellectually Accomplished  
By graduation, the Fordham Preparatory School student will possess an ambition to acquire mastery of those 
academic requirements for advanced forms of education.  While these requirements are broken down into 
departmental subject areas, the Prep student will have developed intellectual skills and understandings that cut 
across and go beyond academic requirements for college entrance. In addition to his mastery of core academic 
requirements, he will be creative, i.e., appreciative of art, music, and the performing arts. He has developed the 
cognitive skills of deductive and inductive reasoning. He will see the need for intellectual integrity and will develop 
his analytical and critical faculties so that they fall upon not only the academic subjects to which he has been 
introduced but also to broader issues of religion, government, ethics, and social justice. He is articulate in both 
writing and in speech, and he is adept in the use of technology as an essential tool for organization, creativity, 
research, communication, and exploration. 
 
Religious  
By graduation, the Fordham Preparatory School student will have a basic knowledge of the major doctrines and 
practices of the Catholic Church and, in particular, will have developed a familiarity with Jesuit spirituality. He is 
developing both the commitment and the critical skills to operate within a religious community with integrity. The 
Prep graduate is knowledgeable and respectful of diverse religious traditions. His faith should enlighten his 
interactions and understanding of the wider world.  He has developed his religious conscience through involvement 
in study, sports, service, and activities. The graduate evaluates moral choices with increasing clarity. His faith and 
conscience direct him toward taking an active concern for social justice. 
 
Loving  
By graduation, the Fordham Preparatory Student is well on his way to establishing his own identity and is moving 
beyond self-interest and self-centeredness in relationships with peers, family, significant others, and society. He is 
beginning to be able to risk some deeper levels of relationship in which one can fully disclose self and accept the 
diversity of another person simultaneously. The graduate has come to see healthy, loving relationships as essential 
to his growth as a human person. He also has begun to understand that being a loving person will often require 
personal sacrifice. The Prep grad has acquired the ability to overcome societal prejudices and stereotypes in order 
to communicate with and appreciate peers of other races, religions, nationalities, and socioeconomic backgrounds. 
 
Committed to Doing Justice  
By graduation, the Fordham Preparatory School student has grown in his understanding of the many needs of local, 
national, and global communities and is beginning to take a place in these communities as a competent, concerned, 
and compassionate member. He has acquired the motivation and skills necessary to live as a man for others. His 
academic and extra-curricular pursuits, his faith, and his investment in loving relationships all enlighten his 
commitment to be more aware of the selfish attitudes and tendencies which lead him to treat others unjustly. He 
recognizes that Christian faith and the human intellect call for a commitment to social justice in local, national, and 
global issues, and to combat personal and institutional injustice. 
 
 
Strives for Wellness of Mind and Body  
By graduation, the Fordham Preparatory School student will have grown in his appreciation of physical activity, 
interpersonal skills, wellness, and creativity. The Prep student will have participated in co-curricular activities with 
an understanding of mind/body wellness. The Prep student will have had opportunities to participate and/or value 
the creative arts. He will learn the importance of collaborative teamwork and share the responsibilities of creating a 
successful end product in multiple learning environments.  



SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 

Physics and Physics Honors 
 Read the Introduction in the Necessary Skills section (pages 15-23) of Homework Helpers:  

Physics, Greg Curran.  
 
Any format of the book will suffice. However, it may purchase the digital copy if you want to be 
able to copy sections easily into your OneNote notebook: ASIN: B007JMT0A8.  

 
 
Advanced Placement Physics 

You will receive an email on August 1 from Mr. Sullivan with instructions regarding a review 
assignment that will be due prior to the first day of school. The assignment reviews topics covered 
in Physics/Physics H. Therefore, you should retain your notes from your previous Physics course. 
Any questions can be directed to Mr. Sullivan at sullivanbr@fordhamprep.org. 

 
Biochemistry 

Read Napoleon's Buttons: How 17 Molecules Changed History, Le Couteur and Burreso.  
Any format will suffice. We will discuss and use the text during the first week of school. 

 
 
Advanced Placement Biology 

Expect an email from Mr. McNamara with information about your summer assignment. 
 
 
Advanced Placement Chemistry 

Expect an email from Mr. DiFato with information about your summer assignment. 
 
 
 
 
  



SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT 

Global Studies 2 

    Read one book in each section below. There will be a quiz on each in September. 

A. Cry, The Beloved Country, Allan 
Paton A Tale of Two Cities, Charles 
Dickens The Sunflower, Simon 
Wiesenthal 
 

B. Michelangelo and the Pope’s Ceiling, Ross King 
Hitler, Albert Marrin 
Here I Stand: The Life of Martin Luther, Roland Bainton 
Over the Edge of the World: Magellan’s Terrifying Circumnavigation of the 
Globe, Laurence Bergreen 
Heart of Darkness, Joseph Conrad 
Septembers in Shiraz, Dalia Sofer 
 

Global Studies 2 Honors 
      There are three components to your summer work. All three assignments will be due September 1 to                                    
 turnitin.com. You can find the information for submitting work to turnitin on the Fordham Prep Social        
 Studies Summer Assignment Schoology page. 

1. Read the prologue to Guns, Germs, and Steel by Jared Diamond (pgs 13-28), found on the 
Fordham Prep Social Studies Summer Assignment Schoology page.  After reading the fifteen 
pages, go back and answer the following questions: 

 What is "Yali's Question"? 
 What does Guns Germs and Steel attempt to answer? 
 What are the commonly supported answers to “Yali’s question,” and how does 

Jared Diamond address and refute each of them? 
 Why does Diamond hypothesize that New Guineans might be, on the average, 

“smarter” than Westerners? 
 Why is it important to differentiate between proximate and 

ultimate causes? Do you find some of Diamond’s methodologies 
more compelling than others? Which, and why? 
 

2. Choose one of the following books and submit a dialectical journal. 
 Tale of Two Cities, Charles Dickens 
 Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe 
 Over the Edge of the World, Laurence Bergreen 
 Septembers in Shiraz, Dalia Sofer 
 We Wish to Inform You That Tomorrow We Will Be Killed with Our Families, Philip 

Gourevitch 
 Memoirs of a Geisha, Arthur Golden  
 The Kite Runner, Khaled Hosseini  
 Paddy's Lament, Thomas Gallagher 

What is a dialectical journal? 
While reading your selected book, choose quotations, passages, concepts, or event that you 
find interesting and important. In all, you must have a minimum of 25 items from the reading 
but each chapter should be represented. The dialectical journal should demonstrate that you 
read the book and engaged with its content. Please follow the format below. 



Entry 
# 

Quotation, Event, 
or Idea 

Chapter, Pg Analysis of why this selection is 
interesting or important 

1.    

2.    

3.    

 

U.S. History 
    Read two books from this section and submit a dialectical journal for each on first day of class in                       
  September. 

1776, David McCulloch  
What topic could be more current than independence or the passionate desire that all men have 
for freedom? David McCullough brings his considerable literary talent to the fore in describing the 
fascinatingly pivotal year of 1776. Just one year in an eight year-long armed conflict with Great 
Britain, but a year packed with precedent and momentous events that united the thirteen 
disparate colonies in a common cause. 

Killer Angels, Michael Shaara 
Killer Angels is an amazing Pulitzer Prize winning book that depicts the Battle of Gettysburg, a 
turning point in the Civil War. Michael Shaara, the author, portrays passion, loyalty, and drama in 
the most important three days of the Civil War. 

 
Autobiography of Malcolm X, Alex Haley 
Malcolm X's searing memoir belongs on the small shelf of great autobiographies. The reasons are 
many: the blistering honesty with which he recounts his transformation from a bitter, self-
destructive petty criminal into an articulate political activist, the continued relevance of his 
militant analysis of white racism, and his emphasis on self-respect and self-help for African 
Americans. 

 
Flags of Our Fathers, James Bradley & Ron Powers 
Inspired and inspirational, this book is a must-read for anyone even remotely interested in World 
War II, and in the sacrifices that certain Americans made in order to win it. 

 
To The Last Man, Jeff Shaara 
Much has been written about WWII and the Civil War, but Shaara brings alive the events of WWI 
on European shores and how the Americans helped to end the great struggle. 

 
An American Requiem- God, My Father, and the War that came Between Us, James Carroll 
A haunting yet profound memoir of a boy and his relationship with his father, his church and his 
country during the post WWII –Vietnam Era. 

 
  



What is a dialectical journal? 
While reading the 2 books, choose quotations/passages, concepts or events that you find interesting 
or important (it does not have to be a quote from a particular character in the book). In all, you should 
have a minimum of 50 items from the reading but each chapter should be represented. Please follow 
the format below. 

 
Quotation/Idea Page Why I find this quotation/idea interesting or important? 

   
   
   

 
U.S. History Honors 
   There are three components to your summer work. The dialectical journal and essay are   
 due September 1 to turnitin.com; the handwritten notes are due the first day of class. You  
    can find the information for submitting work to turnitin on the Schoology page of Mr. Febles. 

Late submissions will be penalized five points per day. 

Read the first two chapters of A People's History of the United States, Howard Zinn. Complete a 
dialectical journal for each chapter. 

Access: 
Chapter 1, “Columbus, the Indians, and Human Progress” at 
http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/zinncol1.html 

Chapter 2, “Drawing the Color Line” at 
http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/zinncolorline.html 

What is a dialectical journal? 
While reading the Howard Zinn text, choose quotations, passages, concepts, or events that you find 
interesting and important. In all, you must have a minimum of 25 items from each chapter, or 50 total 
entries. The dialectical journal should demonstrate that you read the book and engaged with its 
content. Please follow the format below. 

 
Entry 
# 

Quotation, Event, or 
Idea 

Chapter, Pg Analysis of why this selection is interesting 
or important 

1.    
2.    

3.    

 
 
Read and take notes on Chapters 2-4 of The American Pageant. It is recommended that you 
focus your reading and note-taking by pre-reading the Key Concepts, Must Know Events and 
People, and Learning Objective questions by downloading the OneNote files from the US 
History Honors Schoology pages of Mr. Febles. These notes must be handwritten and will be 
submitted for a grade the first day of class.  
http://websites.nylearns.org/slocicero/2014/9/2/389661/page.aspx 
 
 

 

http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/zinncol1.html
http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/zinncolorline.html


 Based on your reading of Chapters 2-4, write an essay on the following prompt: 

“Geography was the primary factor in shaping the development of the colonies in North 
America.” Assess the validity of this statement. Confine your answer to the 1600s: New 
England, Chesapeake, Spanish Southwest, New York, and New France. 

Developing a strong thesis is an essential part of every history essay. To simply restate the 
question or describe the relevant information is not enough. You are required to make a 
judgment and interpret the evidence available from the reading. Remember, there is no one 
right answer! 

Therefore, you need to become confident in your ability take a position based on the evidence, 
and use the information from the reading to support your thesis. Be advised that these essays 
should not use quotes, nor text from any primary or secondary sources. Originality when 
submitting to Turnitin.com should be near 0%. We want you to become better essay writers by 
using your own words, ideas and analysis when answering all essay questions. 
 

Advanced Placement U.S. History 
  The AP US History course begins NOW! There is so much material, and so few days in the school                             
 year, that your work must begin over the summer and you must work diligently in order to keep 
   from falling behind. Enjoy! 

Assignment #1 
Read and take notes on The American Pageant 16th ed. chapters 16, that you should have received 
from Mr. Nolan or Mr.  C. Lauber.  The notes will be collected and will count for a grade. All notes 
must be handwritten. You may use your tablets for notes as long it is your own handwriting. 
There will be an in-class, multiple-choice test on these readings in the first cycle.  
 
Assignment #2 
Write the two free response essays found below. These essays will be graded (50 pts. per essay). 
They essays are to be typed, doublespaced and no less than two pages in length. Submit both 
essays by August 31 through Turnitin.com to your AP US teacher. Directions will be posted on Mr. 
Nolan’s AP US Schoology page. Late essays will reduce your grade by 5 points per day.  

Summer Essays  
Developing a strong thesis is an essential part of every AP history essay. To simply restate the 
question or describe the relevant information is not enough. You are required to make a 
judgment and interpret the evidence available from the reading. Remember there is no one right 
answer! The issues are always debatable. In fact, for almost every AP US history essay your 
thesis could either CONTRADICT, or argue against the prompt, CORROBORATE or agree 
with it ,or QUALIFY the extent to which you think its valid or not. Therefore, you need to 
become confident in your ability take a position based on the evidence, and use the information 
from the reading to support your thesis. However, be advised that essays written for APUS 
history at Fordham Prep should never use quotes, or text from any primary or secondary 
sources. Originality when submitting to Turnitin.com should be near 0%. We want you to become 
better essay writers by using your own words, ideas and analysis when answering all essay 
questions. By the end of the first paragraph, the reader should know your thesis and the main 
social, economic or political points to be developed to support that thesis.  

 
1. Early encounters between American Indians and European colonists led to 
a variety of relationships among the different cultures. Analyze how the 



actions taken by BOTH American Indians and European colonists shaped those 
relationships in the following regions. Confine your answer to the 1600s: New 
England, Chesapeake, Spanish Southwest, New York and New France. 
 
2. “Geography was the primary factor in shaping the development of the 
British colonies in    North America.” Assess the validity of this statement for 
the 1600s. 

 
Assignment #3  
Read  Howard Zinn’s  “Columbus, the Indians, and Human Progress” which you can access at 
http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/zinncol1.html, and do the dialectical journal below. 

 
What is a dialectical journal?  
While reading the chapter choose quotations/passages, concepts or events that you find 
interesting or important (it does not have to be a quote from a particular character in the book).  
In all, you should have a minimum of 25 items from the reading but the entire reading should be 
represented.  While landscape format can be helpful, a dialectical journal is set up in the following 
manner. 
 

Quotation/Idea Page Why I find this quotation/idea interesting or important? 

   
   

 
 

Economics Honors 

  Due on the first day of class. 

The Worldly Philosophers, Heilbroner, 978-0684862149 (This book will be on the 
booklist for September.) 
 

A. Read: Intro pp. 13-17, “The Economic Revolution” pp. 
18-41 Submit typed answers, in essay form, to the 
following: 
1. Describe 3 ways man has organized society to guard against extinction. 
2. Discuss 3 “agents (factors) of production” used to fuel economy. 
3. How did the market system evolve? 

 
B. Read: “The Wonderful World of Adam Smith” pp. 42-75 

Submit typed answers, in essay form, to the 
following: 
1. Discuss Smith’s background and the prevailing economic ideas of the late 18th century. 
2. Explain Smith’s “Laws of the Market” as best you can. 
3. What does Smith have to say about population, accumulation 

and government with relation to economics? 
 

  

http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/zinncol1.html
http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/zinncol1.html


Advanced Placement Macroeconomics 
  Read Freakonomics, Levitt, 978-0060731335 
  Written Assignment: write a one-page summary of each chapter (TYPED). Write a one-    
  page answer to the following: What did this book teach you about economics? 
 

Try occasionally to read some of the following economic publications to begin to familiarize 
yourself with the Economic Way of Thinking. 

 
The Wall Street Journal 
Business Week 
Money Magazine 
The New York Times Business Section 

 
All assignments are due on the SECOND DAY OF CLASS in September. Failure to complete the 
assignments indicates that you probably should not be in the class. If you have any questions, 
email Mr. Bozzone at bozzoneb@fordhamprep.org. 
 
 

Advanced Placement European History 

   The summer assignments make up 150 points of your first quarter grade. There are four graded           

   assessments (two sets of review questions, one essay, and a test) due at various times between   

  August 25 and September 14. See the chart below or the Schoology course calendar for due dates.    

  All of the assignments must be completed on time to receive full credit: Ten percent of the  

    possible points will be subtracted per day that the assignment is late (this does not pertain to the        

  test). 

The descriptions for each of the assignments and the resources necessary for completing     
  the assignments can be found below by clicking on links for each assignment. Students     
   should log into their fordhamprep.org email account in order to access the links in #1 and  
    #2 below. 

If you have any questions first follow the link to the AP European History Summer    
  Assignment description found below. If you have any further questions email Mr. Bobo at    
   bobom@fordhamprep.org. 

Assignment Due Date Available Points 

Kagan Review Questions August 26, 2018 25 
Essay: New Methods of Scholarship & Values August 31, 2018 50 
Cahill Review Questions September 7, 2018 25 
Test: Kagan Chapters 9-10 (pgs. 291-352) September 12, 2018 50 

 Total Available Points 150 

You can find the information for submitting work to turnitin.com on the Social Studies Summer 
Assignment Schoology page of Mr. Bobo. 

1. Read The Western Heritage (Kagan) Chapters 9-10 (pgs. 291-352) [see the pdf file on 
the Social Studies Summer Assignment Schoology page] 

a. Highlight and/or take your own notes on Kagan Chapters 9-10. 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9ThVNU6kc5tM3ZEbjJnWDNHWjQ


b. Using the Kagan text, answer the following questions and submit your 
responses to turnitin.com. Responses are to be in complete sentences and 
answer all parts of the questions. No outside sources or direct quotes are to be 
used in any way. 
i. Page 312 questions 1-6 
ii. Page 349 questions 1-7 
 

c. Using the Kagan text, answer all parts of the following question in a well-
organized essay. No outside sources are to be used in any way. Submit your 
responses to turnitin.com. 
i. Overarching Question: How did a revival of classical texts lead to new 
methods of scholarship and new values in both society and religion? 

1. How did the Italian Renaissance humanists promote a revival in classical 
literature and create new philological approaches to ancient texts? How did 
some Renaissance humanists further the values of secularism and 
individualism?  

2. How did the humanist revival of Greek and Roman texts, spread by the 
printing press, challenge the institutional power of universities and the 
Roman Catholic Church and shift the focus of education away from theology 
toward the study of classical texts? [Possible examples: Leonardo Bruni, Leon 
Battista Alberti, Niccolo Machiavelli] 

3. How did admiration for Greek and Roman political institutions support a 
revival of civic humanist culture in the Italian city-states and produce secular 
models for individual and political behavior? [Possible examples: Niccolo 
Machiavelli, Jean Bodin, Baldassare Castiglione, Francesco Guicciardini] 

 
ii. NOTE: Question i is the overarching question you need to address in your 
response. Questions 1-3 help you to answer question i. A basic strategy to 
complete this assignment could include 

1. an introductory paragraph with a thesis statement that answers all 
parts of question i. 
2. one body paragraph per questions 1-3 (3 paragraphs in all) that 
address all parts of questions 1-3 while attempting to relate those 
answers to your thesis statement in your introduction. 
3. a concluding paragraph that restates your thesis in a different form. 

d. There will be a test on pgs. 291-352 on Wednesday September 12, 2016. 

 
2. Read the “Prologue” and “Introduction” (pgs. 3-35) of Thomas Cahill’s Heretics and 

Heroes: How Renaissance Artists and Reformation Priests Created Our World.  
[see the pdf file on the Social Studies Summer Assignment Schoology page] 

a. Watch Bill Moyers interview of Thomas Cahill on Heroes and Heretics. 
b. Answer the following review questions based on the reading above. Cite 

specific examples and page numbers to support your answers. No outside 
sources or direct quotes should be used. 

i. What is Cahill referring to when he writes about “philosophical tennis” in 
the book’s Prelude? Who are some of the major players in this intellectual 
match? Why might the author have chosen to introduce and discuss this 
phenomenon at the opening of Heretics and Heroes in particular? 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9ThVNU6kc5tM3ZEbjJnWDNHWjQ
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9ThVNU6kc5tM3ZEbjJnWDNHWjQ
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9ThVNU6kc5tM3ZEbjJnWDNHWjQ
https://vimeo.com/82411654


ii. What are the Sicilian Vespers? What impact did this have on the 
reunification of Christendom and on the papacy? According to Cahill, the 
Sicilian Vespers paved the way for which phenomenon that shaped 
modern Europe? 

iii. What effect did the Black Death have upon the 12th century Renaissance? 
How did it affect people’s social mobility? What link is there between the 
Black Death and racism? What representative viewpoints or philosophies 
come from the works of Giovanni Boccacio and Dante according to the 
author? What commonalities are evident among the works of both; and 
conversely, how did their beliefs differ? 

iv. Who are some of the people Cahill identifies as “Lutherans before 
Luther”? What were some of their religious beliefs? What changes or 
reforms did they call for? How were they received? In particular, how did 
Henry IV respond to these people? 

v. What were the three communications revolutions? What innovations 
were characteristic of each? What effect did The Third Great 
Communications Revolution have on religion, education, and politics? 

 
 
Advanced Placement World History 
  Read the first six chapters of Ways of the World in preparation for a cumulative test on  
  the material during the first two days of class in September. 
 

Text: Ways of the World: A Global History with Sources for AP, 3rd Edition Please rent or purchase 
the digital version: ASIN: B00UXYKNWS. 
You will use this digital version as your text book during the year. 

 
 

America Since 1945 Summer Assignment 
Purchase the Unfinished Journey- America Since WWII by William Chafe, and read the 2nd chapter 
“Origins of the Cold War” and take notes (by hand, no typing) for an open notebook quiz. 

 


